. A new semi-blind channel estimation technique is proposed for space-time coded wideband CDMA systems using aperiodic and possibly multirate spreading codes. Exploiting the subspace structure of the WCDMA signaling and the orthogonality of the spacetime code, the proposed algorithm provides the least squares channel estimate in closed form. Using a decorrelating matched filter. the proposed method projects the received signal into subspaces €mm which channel parameters and data symbols can be estimated jointly. A new blind identifiability condition is established. The mean square ermr of the estimated channel is compared with the Cram&-Rao bound, and bit ermr rate (BER) is assessed through Monte Carlo simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Next generation wireless systems are designed for multimedia communication which requires transmissions of high quality images and video. This is especially the case for the downlink where mobile users demand a high volume of daw from network servers. To provide reliable communications over time-varying fading channel, diversity techniques in space and time are expected to play a crucial role [I] (41. A variety of space-time processing or coding schemes have been proposed with multiple transmit antennas and a single or multiple receive antennas (e.g.,[Zl [31 151 [61 ) . Indeed, the third generation wireless standard supports base station transmit diversity using the WCDMA physical layer.
Many space-time techniques including BLAST and space-time block codes are designed for coherent detection where channel estimation is necessary. There is a substantial literature addressing the channel estimation issue for (space-time coded) multiple-input multiple-output ( W O ) systems, ranging from standard training based techniques that rely on pilot symbols in the data sueam to blind and semiblind estimation where observations corresponding to data and pilots (if they exist) are used jointly. Other authors have considered noncoherent detection schemes based on differential encoding which don't require channel state information 171 191 [SI. Although these methods avoid the need for channel estimation, they often suffer from problems such as ermr propagation.
In this paper, we focus on space-time coded coherent long code WCDMA systems. The increase in the number of channel parameters, due to the use of multiple antennas, makes the conventional training based scheme less reliable and prone to multiaccess h i s work is supported in pm by the ARL CTA in Communications and Networks -2800 Powder Mill Rd. ~ Adelphi, MD 20783, USA e-mail: a.swami@ieee.org interference. For a reasonable performance, the conventional training based method requires more power and larger number of pilot symbols which reduces system efficiency. Fortunately, WCDMA provides code diversities and signal structure that could be exploited in an estimation scheme. We propose a semiblind channel estimation technique that requires no more than two pilot symbols per user per slot. Using a RAKE smchlre, our algorithm consists of a standard receiver front-end that suppresses multiaccess interference, and performs single user detection. The proposed algorithm exploits the subspace structure of the long code WCDMA transmission and the orthogonality of the Alamouti code. As a subspace technique. the proposed algorithm can obtain channel estimates quickly using only few symbols, which allows us to deal with fast fading channels.
The paper is organized as follows. The data model of a spacetime coded long code CDMA system is described in Section 2.
Section 3 presents a new blind channel estimation method based on a decorrelating matched filter, as well as an identifiability condition and several extensions of the proposed method. In Section 4, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated through comparison with the Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB) and the bit ermr rate(BER) is assessed via Monte Carlo simulations.
DATAMODEL
We considera space-time coded K user WCDMA system with two transmit antennas and a single receive antenna. We assume that the user signals are synchronized and spread by aperiodic spreading codes of spreading gain G, and transmissions are slotted with A4 symbols per slot.
Specifically, user i's data stream for each transmit antenna is space-time encoded as 15)
(1) (2) where = <(mT,), j = 0,1, is the mth data symbol of user i for transmit antenna j, T, is the symbol interval, and ( )* is complex conjugate. Each coded stream is spread by an aperiodic spreading code ci(t) and transmitted from the corresponding antenna. Note that the same code is used by bo9 antennas in figure   ' The separation of two antenna signals i s possible due to the different sequences for antennas. If different codes are used, the receiver could use both spatial and code information 131. We assume that the channel for each transmitter an3 receiver pair is a finite length multipath channel with complex path gains separated by multiples of the chip interval and the channel doesn't change over a slot period. The continuous-time impulst: response of channel for the jth uansmit-receive pair for user i is ]$veri by where {hi;)} is the complex gain for path 1, TC = T, /G is the chip duration. We assume that the multipath delays, the dij's, are known. When the channel is sparse, it is more efficient to model the channel as separate clusters of fingers. In that case, we assume that the approximate locations of these clusters are known. Since any path gain can be zero, one can over-parameterize die channel to accommodate channel uncertainties. Thus, Lij is often a design parameter. We can set Lij = Li, j = 0, l by taking the maximum of {Lij}. 
where the overall code matrix T and symbol vectors $contain code matrices and symbols of K' dominant users, respectively. Matrix In assumption (AZ), we consider user signals not modeled in the signal part as additional additive Gaussian noise.
D(H) is block diagonal with

SEMI-BLIND CHANNEL ESTIMATION
We propose a blind channel estimator which requires no more than two pilot symbols per space-time slot. The proposed method is based on decorrelation of user signals. The decorrelating matched filter projects the received signal onto a subspace from which the channels of both transmitter-receiver pairs are estimated simultaneously using a low rank approximation. For a single user scenario, the decorrelating front end can be replaced with the conventional matched filter without significant performance loss.
Blind Channel Estimation
The decorrelating front end Tt can be efficiently implemented using a state-space inversion technique which significantly reduces the complexity and storage requirement of the decorrelating receiver by exploiting the Smcture of the code matrix 
Here, Si, is a scaled unitary matrix, i.e., SinSE = S,X,Si" = a,I.
(10)
where a, = ls:,2n-1/2 + This is the key property that we exploit in developing the blind algorithm. In the noiseless case, the decomposition of Ui, gives an exact value of the channel matrix H; up to a unknown unitary matrix factor. For noisy observation, we consider least squares estimation. The least squares estimator of the product HiSi, is given by argminllUi, -H;S;&, which yields estimates of H i and Si, (with an unknown unitary matrix factor) from the decomposition of U;,. Since we have multiple observations, using all the U;,'s yields the channel matrix estimate where a = E,"=/: a, and a, is defined in (IO). The rotational ambiguity in the above estimate can be resolved either by using pilot symbols, or by differential encoding.
We have so far assumed that the code matrix T of the dominant users has full column rank and therefore invertible from the left. i.e., TtT = I. This assumption is easily satisfied if the spreading gain is large and K' is well-chosen. Under this assumption, it is clear that each user's channel is identifiable up to a rotational factor. When the spreading sain is small and we choose a large K', T can be singular. We present a general identifiability condition for the proposed method. The condition is independent of the channel parameters, and can be easily checked off-line. Since (13) needs to he valid only for some n, the use of long codes makes the identifiability condition easier to satisfy.
Extensions
Since the noise n ; , after decorrelation is colored with a covariance C;,, a bias is introduced in estimation. We can apply whitening to remove the bias, The expectation of R; in ( For the downlink case, the data of all the users experience the same channel. We can improve the estimator performance by exploiting this. A simple approach is to combine the outer products ib.
This process further improves the performance by averaging out the noise.
For multiple receive antennas, joint estimation doesn't improve the performance when the fading channel between the uansmit antennas and each receive antenna are uncomlated, which is the design goal of antenna diversity. In this case, we can perform the above channel estimation separately for each receive antenna.
Resolving the Rotational Ambiguity with Pilot Symbols
The unknown unitary matrix Qi in (11) and (15) can be solved using least squares. The least squares formulation is given by under the constraint Q;C$ = I, where, for the example of two pilot symbols at slot front, a, = + IsilI') and the pilot related matrices U;, and S, are Instead of resolving the unknown rotational ambiguity as in the previous section, we can employ differential decoding without the knowledge of Qi. Several differential detection schemes have been proposed [SI [91. In [9] , the differential detection relies on the assumption that the channels are zero mean and independent random variables. The detector maximizes the likelihood averaged over the channel. In this section, we give an eatension of the differential detection scheme in [9] for CDMA sy:items with multipath channel with a deterministic assumption on the channel parameters and the knowledge of the channel subspace identified by the proposed blind method.
Consider the noiseless case. From (8). we have
where Pi is blindly estimated via (16) (using (14). (12), and (17)). Multiplying the inverse of Pi from the left in (23) giver:
Since the rotational ambiguity Qi is a unitary matrix, :K becomes unitary if Si, is chosen from a unitary group code, which makes the blind estimation still possible since the proposed all:orithm depends only on the unitary property of the code block Si,. Applying the differential encoding scheme in [9] to Si,, differential detection is possible without knowing Qi. Although differential decoding (OD) doesn't require channel estimation. DD usually sets the initial block to a fixed state for the ensuing differential encoding. For the proposed blind estimation method, this information is enough to estimate the entire channel, so that coherent detection can be performed. With the estimated channel, we can perform a hlockwise maximum likeiihood (M1) detection to obtain the symbol sequence. Rewriting eq. (7) 
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present some numerical results. For channel estimation, MSE of the proposed estimator was evaluated and compared with the Cram&-Rao bound(CRB). For symbol detection, BEE was used as the performance measure, and Monte Carlo runs were used to estimate the BER. We considered a CDMA system with two transmit antennas and a single receive antenna. Five (K = 5) synchronous BPSK users with equal power were considered. The spreading codes for the users were randomly generated with spreading gain G = 32 and fixed throughout the Monte Carlo simulation for MSE and BER. Since our channel model was deterministic, the channel parameters were also fixed during the Monte Carlo runs. For the CRB calculation, the symbol sequence was fixed and for MSE and BER, symbol sequences were generated randomly for each Monte
The channel for each TX-RX pair had three fingers L = 3.
The slot size was M = 50 and two pilot symbols were included at the beginning of the slot of each user. These pilot symbols were used to remove the rotational ambiguity of the blind esti-I mator. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined by (llho1I2 + Ilhl)12)GE,/u2 where E, is the chip energy and U* is the chip noise variance. car10 Nn. Fig. 2 . Channel MSE vs. SNR. Two pilot symbols per user.
We compared the mean square error performance of the proposed channel estimator using the decorrelating front end (DRR) and regularized decorrelating front end (RDRR) with the CRB and the conventional training based algorithm (TRR) based on the standard matched filter. The regularized decorrelating from end which is given as (THT + u21)-'TH was used to mitigate the noise enhancement of the normal inversion. It requires the estimation of noise power. In this simulation, the true noise power was used. Due to the two pilot symbols inserted for rotational ambiguity resolution. we used the semi-blind CRB with a deterministic assumption on data symbols [171. For the training based method, a least-squares channel estimate was obtained using observations corresponding to the pilot symbols. Fig. 2 shows the MSE performance. We observe that as SNR increases, the MSE of the conventional method (TRR) deviates from the CRB due to the multiaccess interference. The DRR, on the other hand, tracks the CRB closely at high SNR. The high MSE of DRR at low S N R is due to the enhancement of the noise by the decorrelating (zero-forcing) receiver. The better performance of RDRR over the unbiased CRB is due to the noise reduction in regularization which makes the estimator biased. Fig. 3 . BER vs. SNR. Two pilot symbols per slot.
We evaluated the BER performance of the ML detector in Section 3 with decorrelating, regularized decorrelating, and Hermitian T" front ends, using RDRR with m e channel as the performance bound. Fig. 3 shows the BER performance averaged over users.
We observe a 4dB loss at BER of lo-' due to channel estimation errors. The proposed method shows a significant improvement over the conventional RAKE receiver as S N R increases: the BER improvement with respect to TRR is several orders of magnitude at 14 dEl SNR. The well known floor effect of the conventional receiver is due to multiaccess interference.
CONCLUSION
We propose a new semi-blind channel estimation technique for space-time coded wideband CDMA systems which requires only two pilot symbols per slot. A new identifiability condition is established. The proposed method identifies the channel of each transmit-receive pair simultaneously exploiting the subspace smcNre of WCDMA signals and the orthogonality of space-time codes with a few pilot symbols. The decoding procedure for differential modulation for CDMA systems is given.
